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TWS Edifier HECATE GM3 Plus Headphones (black)
Take your music and gaming experience to a new level. The Edifier GM3 Plus headphones feature 13-millimeter drivers that, along with
the H+ effect, impress with sound quality. The GM3 Plus support 2 modes and Bluetooth 5.3 technology, and the powerful battery means
they  can  run  for  5.5  hours  on  a  single  charge.  The  compact  size  of  the  case  and  the  meticulous  workmanship  of  the  headphones
guarantee comfort.
 
Hear more
Find out what sound details you'll be able to capture with Edifier headphones. The equipment is equipped with 13-millimeter drivers that
provide high-quality sound and richness of detail. This will make you feel like a participant of a music festival anywhere! What's more,
the high-quality microphones will accurately register your voice, allowing you to make phone calls freely. Your caller will always hear you.
 
2 modes of operation
The GM3 Plus supports two modes of operation. Music mode will be a great choice when you want to completely immerse yourself in the
musical  world.  Game mode,  on  the  other  hand,  will  be  great  for  dynamic  gameplay.  You  will  efficiently  and  conveniently  change  the
mode of the equipment by pressing the appropriate button. Edifier headphones are perfect for any occasion!
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Designed for gamers
When designing the GM3 Plus headphones, the focus was on the needs of gaming enthusiasts. Game mode provides ultra-low latency of
45 ms,  so  you'll  enjoy perfect  synchronization of  video and audio.  The H+ effect  will  make you hear  every detail  -  from the sound of
footsteps to gunshots. You will quickly react to your opponent's movement and finish every game victoriously!
 
Reliable connection
Forget about interference and enjoy a fast and stable connection. Edifier GM3 Plus headphones support Bluetooth 5.3 technology, with a
transmission range of up to 10 meters. Watch your favorite movies, series, play games and listen to music without worry. Nothing will get
in the way of your entertainment!
 
Convenience of use
GM3 Plus are characterized by their light weight. The weight of one earphone is only 3.5 g, so you can use the equipment for a long time
without discomfort. The ergonomic design makes the headphones fit perfectly in the ears and hold firmly in place. Say goodbye to any
inconvenience and use Edifier equipment comfortably.
 
Long runtime
Thanks to the powerful battery, you don't have to worry about the headphones discharging at the least opportune moment of dynamic
gameplay. The GM3 Plus can run continuously for 5.5 hours on a single full charge. The included charging case can extend this time to
24.5 hours. Focus on entertainment and don't worry about a thing! The time it takes to charge the GM3 Plus is about 1.5 hours.
 
Refined design
Edifier GM3 Plus headphones are not only functional, but also very stylish. Their design is inspired by sports cars, and RGB backlighting
(5 colors of lights to choose from) enriches the aesthetic value of the equipment. The charging case is 20% smaller compared to older
models, so you can store them conveniently. Opt for convenience, functionality and style with GM3 Plus!
 
Included:
Headphones
Case
Charging cable
Sticker
User manual
Manufacturer
Edifier
Name
GM3 Plus True Wireless Gaming Earbuds
Model
GM3 Plus
Bluetooth version
5.3
Frequency response
20Hz - 20KHz
Charging time
Approximately 1.5 hours
Impedance
32Ω
Playback time
Approximately 5.5 h + 19 h (with charging case)
Sensitivity
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100 dB
Transmission range
Up to 10 m
Input
5V=200mA (headphones) 5V=1A (charging case)
Color
Black

Preço:

€ 41.50

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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